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Introduction to Audio Signal Processing

I. VOLUME OF AUDIO SIGNALS

IN this document we analyse features of audio signal. We
will look at the spectrum of speech and music signal in

order the obtain features that can help us distinguish whether
the given audio sample is speech or music.

A. Features Audio Signals

we will look at the some of the feature of audio signal used
in current techniques.
First feature we will look at is the loudness of audio sig-
nal.Common features used to describe loudness of audio
signals are energy,intensity volume ,volume etc.Volume is a
acoustic feature that is correlated to sample amplitudes within
a frame.
we need quantitative measure to describe volume within a
given frame.
1. Measure the sum of absolute samples within each frame.
2. Measure the sum of square of sample squares.
We divide the input audio sample into frames.
To compare volume of two different audio sample we would
need to normalize the measure.
We can use the mean or the median statistics as normalization
factor
we will subtract the mean or median of the frame from each
of the sample.
This will eliminate the DC bias in the audio sample.
One disadvantage of volume measure it is adversely affected
by external factors and noise.
Below plot show the plots for volume measurement using
absolute value and sum of sample square approach with
intensity of sample multiplied by factors 1,2,5
we can see that these measurements are not invariant to volume
change even of the same audio sample.
Hence are not a very good identification or feature for given
audio signal.
Also these measurements are not modelled as per human
hearing,human ear is more sensitive to low frequency that high
frequencies ,perceived loudness is different from actual loud-
ness,hence it is not a accurate description of audio sample.Also
perceived loudness may be affected by other criteria as well.
perceived loudness also depends on timbre.This can be seen

by below audio samples which pronounces various vowels
using the same loudness ,the plot gives us idea how measured
actual loudness is dependent on timbre.

Thus we can see that though the perceived loudness is the
same.the actual loudness shows a lot of variations.
Now we will look at the comparison of music and speech
sample.
Below is plot of a single tone on the guitar
We also have plot of guitar jingle

Fig. 1. volume measurement

Fig. 2. perceived loudness

We also display a speech signal

we will need to analyse more data to design a criterion and
threshold, but given current examples we can see that speech
as lot of zero crossings in the intensity plots
while music is decaying in volume,there are no zero crossings
in mean square plot
we will analyse this criterion by designing the zero crossing
detector.
Below is the sample of drums music they exhibit the same
characteristics as speech
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Fig. 3. single tone on guitar

Fig. 4. jingle

Fig. 5. speech signal

Fig. 6. drums music
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Fig. 7. electric guitar music

Fig. 8. speech ”this is simulink design for system software”

Fig. 9. piano sample
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